AISC Continuing Education Seminars
www.aisc.org/seminars

BE INFORMED. BE EFFICIENT. BE BETTER.

Interested in learning a lot about steel? Are you looking for an alternative career path? The American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) is your career opportunity.

AISC is committed to promoting and expanding the use of structural steel through our expertise in the areas of specification development, structural research, market development, continuing education, quality certification and technical assistance. If you’ve attended NASCC: The Steel Conference, watched a webinar, downloaded a design guide, emailed the Steel Solutions Center, read Modern Steel Construction, or participated in a SteelDay event, you know there’s much more to AISC than our iconic Manual.

Qualified engineers will hold at least a Bachelor’s degree in architecture or civil engineering with a structural emphasis and have several years of experience in steel building or steel bridge design or construction.

You might have what we’re looking for!
Tell us about yourself in a confidential email to HR@aisc.org.

There’s always a solution in steel.